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RNA editing in Newcastle disease virus 

Michael Steward, I. Barry Vipond,t Neil S. Millar, and Peter T. Emmerson* 

Department of Biochemistry and Genetics, The Medical School, University of  Newcastle upon Tyne NE2 4HH, U.K. 

The co-transcriptional editing of the Newcastle disease 
virus (NDV) P gene has been studied by sequence 
analysis of cloned viral genomic RNA and mRNA. 
Evidence has been obtained for the specific insertion of 
non-templated G nucleotides, the consequence of which 
is the generation of three populations of P gene-derived 
mRNAs. The three populations encode proteins (P, V 
and W) which have a common N-terminal region, but 

which utilize three different reading frames at their C 
termini. Paradoxically, NDV edits its P gene mRNA by 
the insertion of non-templated G residues in a manner 
similar to Sendai and measles viruses (P-~ V editing) 
despite its apparent closer evolutionary relationship to 
the simian virus type 5, mumps and related group of 
viruses which edit a V genomic sequence to generate an 
mRNA to encode a functional P protein (V -~ P editing). 

Introduction 

Newcastle disease virus (NDV), the aetiological agent 
of fowl pest of poultry, is the type species of the 
paramyxovirus genus. The negative-stranded RNA 
genome contains six genes encoding six major structural 
proteins (3' NP-P-M-F-HN-L 5') (Millar & Emmerson, 
1988). The paramyxovirus genome is used with great 
efficiency, with over 95 % of the RNA encoding the viral 
proteins. An apparently universal feature of paramyxo- 
viruses is the use of alternative reading frames and RNA 
editing within their P genes resulting in increased coding 
capacity of the genome (for review, see Kolakofsky et al., 
1990). The translation products of mRNAs transcribed 
from alternative open reading frames (ORFs) within the 
P gene appear to be non-structural viral proteins present 
in the infected cell but absent from the virus particle. In 
the case of NDV, two major non-structural proteins have 
been identified, being defined variously as 28K to 33K 
and 36K to 38K (Chambers & Samson, 1982) on the 
basis of their apparent mobility in SDS-PAGE. 

The majority of the non-structural proteins of para- 
myxoviruses appear to be derived from the viral P gene 
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(Lamb & Paterson, 1990), which encodes the structural 
phosphoprotein, an essential component of the viral 
transcriptive and replicative complex (Hamaguchi et al., 
1983). The first non-structural proteins to be described 
(C and C') were identified in Sendai virus and were 
shown to be the products of ORFs that initiated close to 
the start of the P ORF, but in the + 1 reading frame 
(Giorgi et aL, 1983) by a process of alternative 
transcriptional initiation (Kozak, 1981). C proteins have 
since been described in a variety of other paramyxo- 
viruses and morbilliviruses such as human parainfluenza 
virus type 3 (hPIV3), measles virus and canine distemper 
virus (CDV). 

An alternative method for the generation of non- 
structural proteins involves the co-transcriptional editing 
of P gene mRNA transcripts (Thomas et al., 1988; 
Cattaneo et al., 1989). Non-templated G residues are 
inserted at a specific site within the P gene, the 
consequence of which is the utilization of alternative 
reading frames during translation (Kolakofsky et aL, 
1990). Furthermore, the editing has been found to occur 
in two distinct patterns. For Sendai virus (Vidal et al., 
1990a), measles virus (Cattaneo et al., 1989) and related 
viruses, an mRNA with a single inserted G residue is the 
predominant species after the unedited message. How- 
ever in simian virus type 5 (SV5) (Thomas et al., 1988), 
mumps virus (Elliott et aL, 1990) and related viruses the 
majority of the edited mRNA contains two inserted 
residues compared with the virion (v) RNA. 

The two mRNAs in each case code for proteins which 
are amino co-terminal, but divergent at the C termini. 
The longer protein in each case is the viral structural P 
protein, whereas the shorter protein is referred to as 
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protein V, and may have an inhibitory role in paramyxo- 
virus replication (Curran et al., 1991 a, b). The V protein 
shows a striking degree of similarity between paramyxo- 
viruses. A highly conserved cluster of cysteine residues is 
present at the C terminus which may act as a metal- 
binding domain analogous to a zinc finger structure 
(Berg, 1986). In the case of Sendai and measles viruses, 
it is the edited transcript which encodes the V protein 
whereas for SV5 and mumps virus the unaltered mRNA 
codes for the V protein, and the edited (+ 2) mRNA 
encodes the P protein. 

The mechanism of RNA editing by the insertion of 
non-templated nucleotides appears to be unique to 
paramyxoviruses, and is thought to occur by the 
polymerase complex ' stuttering' on a region of template 
vRNA and reiteratively reading a template base. The 
question of how certain viruses insert predominantly one 
G and others two has been addressed with regard to the 
stability of base pairing between the nascent mRNA 
molecule and the vRNA on rearward slippage by one or 
two bases (Vidal et al., 1990b). 

By analogy with other paramyxoviruses, two sites 
have been proposed as putative editing sites within the 
NDV P gene (Cattaneo et al., 1989; Daskalakis et al., 
1992). We have examined the editing of the P gene 
mRNA in NDV strain Ulster 2C, and obtained evidence 
that editing during transcription generates three distinct 
populations of mRNAs: those encoding the structural P 
protein (unedited), those with a + 1 frameshift, encoding 
the V ORF, which has previously been suggested to be 
the 36K non-structural protein (Samson et al., 1991), 
and those with a + 2 frameshift which, by analogy to 
Sendai virus, we have called the W ORF, and which we 
suggest may encode the 33K non-structural protein. 

Methods 

Cells and viruses. NDV strain Ulster 2C was obtained from Dr 
A. C. R. Samson of this department. Chick embryo monolayer cell 
cultures were grown in medium 199 supplemented with 5% fetal calf 
serum. The virus was used to infect the chick embryo secondary 
fibroblast cells at an m.o.i, of approximately 10, and the infection was 
allowed to proceed for 14 h. Infected monolayers were rinsed with 
Tris-saline (pH 7.5) prior to suspension of the cells in the respective 
lysis buffers provided with the mRNA purification systems. 

cDNA synthesis and cloning. Total mRNA was purified on 
oligo(dT)-cellulose with the aid of the QuickPrep system (Pharmacia) 
and the Micro-Fast Track kit (Invitrogen). First-strand cDNA 
synthesis was performed in the presence of methylmercuric hydroxide 
to eliminate potential RNA secondary structures with the cDNA cycle 
kit (Invitrogen) using an oligo(dT) primer. The cDNA generated was 
used directly for amplification by 25 rounds of PCR (92 °C, 90 s; 55 °C, 
120 s; 72 °C, 180 s) using Taq XL polymerase (Northumbria Bio- 
logicals). A region of 435 base pairs was amplified between primers 
PV8 + (positions 374 to 390, 5' CACCCAGGCTGCGGACG 3') and 
PV7- (809 to 792, 5' GTCAACTTTACTTACCC Y) and cloned 

directly into the vector pCRII (Invitrogen). Competent Escherichia coli 
INVc~F cells were transformed with aliquots of the ligation mix, and 
selection was carried out on LB/ampicillin/X-Gal plates. Recombinant 
colonies identified by a white or pale blue phenotype were screened by 
EeoRI digestion of mini-prep DNA prepared by the method of Hohnes 
& Quigley (1981). The plasmid DNA was sequenced directly after 
alkaline denaturation with the aid of the Sequenase II system (U.S. 
Biochemicals). 

Genomic vRNA preparation and cloning. Genomic RNA from the 
Ulster 2C strain of NDV was purified as described previously (Millar 
et al., 1988) and reverse-transcribed by using random hexanucleotide 
primers and avian myeloblastosis virus reverse transcriptase. 
cDNA:RNA hybrids were poly(dG)-tailed and cloned into pBR322 
which had been poly(dC)-tailed accordingly. Transformed E. coli were 
screened for the presence of P gene-specific inserts by colony 
hybridization (Grunstein & Hogness, 1975), using a region of the NDV 
Beaudette C strain P gene as a probe. Six positive clones were isolated 
(163, 305, 476, 480, 555 and 569) which covered the P gene, with the 
entire gene represented by at least two eDNA clones. The termini of the 
clones were mapped by sequencing from pBR322 PstI +/ primers 
(Pharmacia). 

Positive clones were sequenced as denatured plasmid DNA either 
with the Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase I, or with T7 DNA 
polymerase (Sequenase). Sequence data were assembled using Staden 
software running on an IBM PC, and analysed with the PC/GENE 
package. The CLUSTAL module for multiple sequence alignments 
(Higgins & Sharpe, t988) used the following parameter settings: K- 
tuple value for proteins 1 ; gap penalty 5 ; window size 10; filtering level 
2.5; open gap cost 10; unit gap cost 10. 

Results 

Sequence analysis o f  the ND V P gene 

The nucleotide sequence of the P gene of the Ulster 
2C strain of NDV was determined from a series of 
overlapping cDNA clones (Fig. 1). The P gene is 1451 
bases long, and contains consensus NDV transcriptional 
initiation and termination signals at the 5' and 3' ends 
respectively (underlined). The P gene is separated from 
the NP gene by two bases (CA), and the M gene by a 
single base (A). The translation of the sequence into all 
three potential reading frames shows that there is a large 
ORF extending from the AUG codon at position 84 to 
the UAA at 1271. There are also several shorter reading 
frames, in particular in the + 1 reading frame between 
nucleotides 472 and 803. The potential translation 
product of this reading frame bears a high similarity to 
the C terminus of the V protein found in other 
paramyxoviruses. The AUG codon at position 84 
represents the start codon of the P gene, and is in good 
context to act as an initiator codon in a eukaryotic cell 
(Kozak, 1981). There is also, 17 nucleotides downstream 
from the P gene AUG, a second initiation codon in the 
+ 1 reading frame. This may be considered to be 
analogous to the C protein initiation codon first seen in 
Sendai virus, and subsequently found in certain other 
paramyxoviruses (Giorgi et al., 1983). However, in the 
case of NDV, the reading frame opened by this codon 
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
AC GGGTAGAAGGGAC-G~ATTCAGAGATCAGGGCGAG"I"CACCCGGGTCTCTGC~GCC TAGTGGATTA~T G~GAT ~ A C ~ i ~ A ~  

(P,V,W START) M A T F T D 

110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 
TGCGGAGATC GACGAC, CTATT TGAGACCAGTGGAACTGTCATTGACAGCATAATTACC,~GGGGAAACC GGTAGAGA~ ~ ~ G T  ~ 

A E I D E L F E T S G T V I D S I I T A Q G E P V E T V G R S A I 

210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 300 
CCACGAGGCA~KACCAAGGC GCT GAGCTCAGCATGGGAGAAGCATGGGAGC GTCCAGTCACCAGCCAGCCAAGACA~TGA~GA~CAGATeAG 
P R G • T If A L S S A W E K H G S V Q S P A S Q D T P D R Q D R S 

310 320 330 340 350 360 370 380 390 400 
ACAAACAACTGTCCACACCTGAGCAAGTGACTCCACATGACAGCCCGCCAGCTACATCCACCGACCA~~~ ~ACG~C~GA 
D E Q L S T P E Q V T P 14 D S P P A T S T D Q P P T Q A A D E A G D 

410 420 430 440 450 460 470 480 (~} 490 500 
CACACAACTCAAGACCGGAGCAAGCAACTCTCTGCT GTCGATGCTT GATAqGCTCAGCAATAAGTC GTCTAAT ~ ~ A T ~ ~  

T Q L K T G A S N S L L S M L D E L S N K S S N A K If G P W S S P 
G P M V K P 

G A H G Q A P 

510 520 530 540 550 560 570 580 590 600 
~AGGAAGGGCATCATCAACGTCCGACT~AA~AG~AGGGGAGT~AACCAAGCCGCGGAAACAGTCAAGAGAGA~G~~~C~ G 
Q E G H H Q R P T Q Q Q G S Q P S R G N S Q E R P Q N Q V K A A P 
P G R A S S T S D S T A G E S T If P R K Q S R E T A E P G Q G R P W 

R K G I I N V R L N S R G V N Q A A E T V ~ R D R R T R S R P P L 

610 620 630 640 650 660 670 680 690 700 
GAAGCCAGGGCACAGACGC GA.%CATAGCATATCATGGACAATGGGAGGAGTCACA~CTATCAC-CT~~A~AT ~TCC ~TCA~A~G 
G S Q G T D A N I A Y S G (~ W E E S Q L S A G A T H H A L R S G O S 

Jf P G H R R E H S I S W T M G G V T T I S W C N P S C S P I R A E 
E A R A Q T R T * (W STOP) 

710 720 730 740 750 760 770 780 790 800 
CCAAGACAATACTCCTGCACCTGT GGATCATGTCCAGCTACCTGTCGAC ~ ~ ~GTGCAAGC GAT GATGTCTATGAT~TATCACAGA~GT 

Q D N T P A P V D H V Q L P V D F V Q A M M S M M E A I S Q R V S 
P R Q Y S C T C G S C P A T C R L C A S D D V Y D G G D I T E G E 

810 820 830 840 850 860 670 880 890 900 
AAAGTTGACTATCAGCT GGACCTT GTCTTGAAACAGACAT~TCCCCATGATGC GGTCTGAAATCCAGCA~CA~CG~ ~ T ~ T ~  

V D Y Q L D L V L K Q T S S I P M M R S E I Q Q L J¢ T S V A V M 
• (V STOP) 

910 920 930 940 950 960 970 980 990 I000 
AAGCCAATTTGGGCAT GAT GAAGATTCT GGACCCTGGTTGTGCCAACG~-iqCATCTCTAAGTGATCTACGC4gCA~TCCCA~CAG~ ~AGT 
E A N L G M M K I L D P G C A N V S S L S D L R A V A R S H P V L V 

1010 1020 1030 1040 1050 1060 1070 1080 1090 Ii00 
TTCT GGCCCCCSSAGACCCATCTCYITTATGTGACTCAAGGAGGTGAAATGGCGCTTAATAAAt'TCTC GCAA~A~ ~CATCCC~ ~ ~  

S G P G D P S P Y V T Q G G E M A L N K L S Q P V Q H P S E L I If 

1110 1120 1130 1140 1150 1160 1170 1180 1190 1200 
CCCGCCATGGTAAGCGG(72Cr GATATAGGAGTGGAGAAAGACACTGTCCGTGCATTGATCATGTCAC GCCCTAT GCATCCGA~T~A~T~ 
P A M V S G P D I G V E K D T V R A L I M S R P M H P S S S A K 5 

1210 1220 1230 1240 1250 1260 1270 1280 1290 1300 
TGAGCAAGCTGGATGCAGCC GGATC GAT TGAAGAAATCAGGAAAATCAAGCGCCTT GCACTGAAT GGCTAA~A~A~ ~A~C ~TCTCC G 
L S E L D A A G S I E E I R E I ~ R L A L N G * (P STOP) 

1310 1320 1330 1340 1350 1360 1370 1380 1390 1400 
TTCACTCAGCATCACAAGGTATCT GCACC GAGCCCCTCCCCGCAAACCCAAGGTCCAACACTCCGAGCGACAA~CCA~CC TCT GTCCC GTT G 

1410 1420 1430 1440 1450 
AATGATCTCGC.AACTGTAATTAGTCCAGCTACATTAAGGATTAA~ 

Fig. 1. Nucleotide sequence of the P /V gene of  N D V  strain Ulster 2C. The sequence is shown as c D N A  in m R N A  sense. The translation 
product  of  the major open reading frame (P) is shown below the sequence, and the predicted protein products arising from translation 
of  the edited reading frames + 1 (V) and + 2 (W) are also shown. The position of the editing event is shown by the arrow (+) above 
position 484. The consensus transcriptional start (single underline) and termination (double underline) signals are also shown. 

extends for only 14 amino acids, and is therefore unlikely 
to encode a significant protein product. 

Two positions had been proposed as possible sites for 
the transcriptional editing of NDV P mRNA. The first 
site, originally suggested by Cattaneo et al. (1989) on the 
basis of similarity with the measles virus sequence is at 

509 in the Ulster sequence. The second site, suggested by 
Daskalakis et al. (1992) is at position 484. Analysis of 
nucleotide sequence around the two sites amongst the 
four strains of NDV for which P gene sequence is 
available [D26 (Ishida et al., 1986); AV (McGinnes et al., 
1988); Beaudette C (Daskalakis et al., 1992) and Ulster 
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A B 

3'  4 4, 5 '  
U l s t e r  UUACGAUUUUUCCCGC-,GUACCA~F0C ~ C C C  GURGUA~IUGC 
D26 ...................... -C ..... A--U ................. 

A-V ...................... -C--A-A ......... U .......... A 

BC ................ A ...... C ........ U--C---U-G--C ..... 

471 480 490 500 510 

Fig. 2. Alignment of the sequences of  four NDV P genes around the 
editing site. The sequence is presented as genomic (negative) sense, and 
is numbered according to the Ulster sequence. The other sequences 
presented are D26 (Ishida et al., 1986), Australia-Victoria (A-V) 
(McGinnes et al., 1988) and Beaudette C (BC) (Daskalakis et aL, 1992). 
Identical nucleotides are represented by a dash (-). A and B refer to 
actual and proposed editing sites respectively. 

P V W 

Fig. 3. Autoradiograph of a sequencing gel showing nucleotide 
sequence at the insertion site of  three different clones. The clones shown 
are unaltered (P), + IG (V) and +2Gs  (W), lanes are loaded TCGA. 
The positions of  the extra bases are indicated by dots next to the 
relevant bands. 

2C (this work)] suggests that there is a greater level of 
similarity around the site at position 484 (Fig. 2, 'A')  
than at position 509 (Fig. 2, ' B '). The Australia-Victoria 

(AV) strain, in particular, lacks the motif of three C 
bases on the genome at this point which characterizes the 
insertion point in the majority of other viruses where the 
phenomenon has been observed. 

To determine whether the P gene mRNA of NDV is 
modified at one or both of the proposed sites, a cDNA 
library was constructed from mRNAs that had been 
isolated from chick embryo fibroblasts infected with the 
Ulster 2C strain of NDV, as described in Methods. 
Owing to the close proximity of the two proposed editing 
sites (positions 484 and 509) editing at either could be 
studied by nucleotide sequence analysis from a single 
oligonucleotide primer. Eighty-two clones were analysed 
by nucleotide sequencing reactions which were primed 
using oligonucleotide PV8 +. A typical sequence is shown 
in Fig. 3, where three clones, specific for the P, V and W 
reading frames are shown. 

Full sequencing reactions were performed on several 
of the clones, but in later experiments only the G 
termination reaction was performed on each clone. Of 
the 82 clones, 50 (61%) were unaltered and therefore 
represented mRNAs that would encode the P protein. 
The other 32 clones studied showed insertion of non- 
templated G residues at position 484. None of the clones 
appeared to be modified at position 509. Of the altered 
clones, 22 (27% of total clones) contained a single 
inserted G residue, and therefore encoded the V protein. 
A further seven clones (8'5 %) contained two extra G 
residues, accessing the third reading frame, with the 
potential to encode a protein analogous to the W protein 
of Sendai virus (Curran et al., 1991 a). A single clone was 
identified with three inserted G residues, and two were 
isolated with five added bases. No clones were found 
with four added bases or with greater than five. The 
frequency of misinsertion in NDV is therefore similar to 
that observed for Sendai virus (Vidal et al., 1990a). 

A conserved sequence precedes the editing site in 
several paramyxoviruses and may act as a signal for 
mRNA editing (Vidal et al., 1990b). A pyrimidine-rich 
motif which is seen on the NDV genome preceding the 
insertion site (3' ACGAUUUUU 5') bears a limited 
degree of similarity to the polyadenylation signal 
(3' AAUCUUUUUU 5') found at the 5' end of all NDV 
genes. A much closer similarity between these two 
sequences occurs in SV5 (Thomas et al., 1988) and hPIV3 
(Galinski et al., 1992). The sequence that surrounds the 
insertion site in several paramyxoviruses is shown in Fig. 
4. The insertion site is marked by a high level of 
conservation; a consensus sequence (A/U)UU(C/U)- 
UCCC occurs in all paramyxoviruses (Fig. 4). All viruses 
that insert predominantly one G (P ~ V editing) have the 
conserved sequence UUUUCCC whereas all viruses that 
insert predominantly two Gs (V ~ P editing) have the 
sequence AUUCUCCC. 
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NDV 
SV5 
Mumps 
hPIV2 
hPIV4A 
hPIV3 
Sendai 
CDV 
Measles 
Consensus 

AUUCAGCAGAUUACGAUUUUUCCCGGGUACCAGUU 
CAAGGGGGUAGCUAAAAUUCUCCCCGUCCCUAUGG 
GCGGCCACGGUCUUAAAUUCUCCCCCCCCC-GCCCU 
GGGUUCUGGGGUUGAAAUUCUCCCCCCCUCGAUUA 
UACUGUGGUCCUAUAAAUUCUCCCCCCUUAUAUCU 
CUACUGUUCCCUUAAUUUUUUCCCCCCAACCUUUC 
UCUCUGGCUGAGUUGUUUUUUCCCGUAUCCUCUCU 
CCUCACACCUAGGUAAUUUUUCCCCGUGUCUUCUC 
AAGGCCCUGUGGGUAAUUUUUCCCGUGUCUCGCGU 

UUUUUCCC 
A C 

Fig. 4. Alignment of the sequences at the editing sites of several 
paramyxovirus P genes. The sequences are shown in genomic (negative) 
sense. The predicted point of insertion is marked by the arrow. 

Analysis of  the predicted P, V and W protein sequences 

The NDV Ulster 2C phosphoprotein is a 395-amino acid 
polypeptide with an M r of 42241. As observed with other 
paramyxovirus phosphoproteins, this figure is at variance 
with the M r determined by SDS-PAGE analysis, where 
the protein appears to have an Mr of between 53K and 
56K. This phenomenon in the NS (P) protein of the 
rhabdovirus vesicular stomatitis virus (Gallione et al., 
1981) has been attributed to the presence of highly acidic 
regions. It has previously been suggested that the V ORF 
of NDV encodes the 36K non-structural protein (Samson 
et al., 1991), and a similarly aberrant mobility is seen for 
the V protein which appears to have an M,. of 36K on 
gels, whereas an M r of 25379 is predicted from the 
sequence. Both the P and V proteins possess relatively 
high proportions of serine and threonine, as may be 
expected for proteins known to be highly phosphorylated 
in vivo. The V protein, in common with other paramyxo- 
virus V proteins, is cysteine-rich within its unique C- 
terminal region, seven cysteine residues being present 
within 30 amino acids. In contrast, the P protein contains 
only a single cysteine residue (at position 286). The 
presence of only a single cysteine residue would appear to 
preclude the possibility that the P protein forms a 
disulphide-linked trimer, as has previously been sug- 
gested (Smith & Hightower, 1981). The presence of P 
protein dimers and of heteromultimeric forms of the P 
and V protein cannot, however, be ruled out. 

The translation product of an mRNA edited by the 
insertion of two non-templated G residues in Ulster 
strain P gene mRNA is a polypeptide of 181 amino acids 

-and calculated M r of 19397. By analogy with Sendai 
virus, we have called this ORF 'W'.  Unlike the P and V 
proteins, the length of the W ORF varies in each strain 
of NDV for which the P gene sequence is available. In 
D26, this ORF adds only six amino acids onto the N 
terminus of the P protein resulting in a hybrid protein of 
145 amino acids, whereas in Beaudette C and AV, the 
equivalent ORFs encode 221 and 228 amino acids 
respectively. It is possible that the W ORF encodes the 

CDV 

Measles 
hPIV1 

I Sendai 
[----- bPIV3 
t___ hPIV3 

Mumps 
hPIV2 
SV5 
hPIV4A 
NDV Ulster 

'Genomic P' 
viruses 

'Genomic V' 
viruses 

'Genomic P' 
virus 

Fig. 5. Dendrogram generated by CLUSTAL alignment of the P 
proteins from 10 paramyxoviruses. The sequences are those of CDV 
(Barrett et  al., 1985), measles virus (Bellini et  al., 1985), hPIV1 
(Matsuoka et  al., 1991), Sendai virus (Giorgi et  al., 1983), bPIV3 (Sakai 
et  al., 1987), hPIV3 (Galinski et  al., 1986), mumps virus (Takeuchi et  
al., 1988), hPIV2 (Southern et  al., 1990), SV5 (Thomas et  al., 1988), 
hPIV4A (Kondo et  al., 1990) and NDV strain Ulster 2C (this work). 
Alignments were performed with parameters described in Methods. 

33K non-structural protein (Chambers & Samson, 1982). 
The 33K protein is highly basic, a feature consistent with 
the high number of basic amino acid codons in the 
unique 3'-terminal region of the W ORF. 

Comparison of  the N D V  P protein sequence with other 
paramyxovirus P proteins 

The P and V proteins from NDV strain Ulster 2C show 
over 90 % similarity to their counterparts from strains 
D26 (94.4%), AV (92.2%) and Beaudette C (91.9%). 
When all four are aligned simultaneously, there is 85 % 
similarity amongst the P proteins, and 80 % amongst the 
V proteins (not shown). In all alignments, the similarity 
is strongest towards the C termini of the proteins, 
reflecting the pattern seen when the Ulster 2C sequence 
is compared with those from other paramyxoviruses 
detailed below. 

The NDV Ulster P protein was compared with the 
equivalent proteins from other paramyxoviruses on the 
basis of amino acid sequence using the CLUSTAL 
module of the PC/GENE analysis software. As shown in 
Fig. 5, the paramyxovirus P proteins fall into two distinct 
subgroups, in which NDV is grouped with mumps virus, 
SV5, hPIV2 and hPIV4. A distinct subgroup is also 
formed by CDV, measles virus, bovine PIV3 (bPIV3), 
hPIV3, hPIV1 and Sendai virus. These viruses form 
similar subgroups when aligned on the basis of other 
viral protein sequences (data not shown). Sendai and 
related viruses all encode the P protein from unedited 
transcripts, whereas SV5 and related viruses require the 
insertion of two non-templated G residues into mRNA 
to generate the P protein. Somewhat surprisingly, NDV, 
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C~l~*~EIr S'~'SVV~*EVRV1FEVCNPZC 81~2"JU~AP'r~ C'J~'q~ ~ P P S6 
8VS FI.,DU~TII GI~, G ~  Lw/T jUIUtl~Z. E ~  ~,T CSE C,E RDT 53 

~ Z A W G D g Y K V r ] ~ ' K ~ C & [ ~ T A S N U ~ r  T~C'geC ~ ICGZCI~X4 S$ 
1~Y4 ~DU~XYWZ SVVNGRTT Z ~ J U r V Z K C ' T t ' ~ R C / K Z C E  LCZADp 5 3  
8 ] ~  ~n~PJ~qZ $ Y Z P J D G Y Z V ~  8~ZIV Z ~ L ~  ~ I ~ K ~ Z ~ 8  SO 

~ f l P ~  ISVTNGGVTTI81FCH~S PIPJ~E~R~y 8 ~ p ~ 5 ~ R L ~ Z ~  64  

Fig. 6. Alignment of the extreme C-terminal regions of nine 
paramyxovirus V proteins. The number of residues from each sequence 
is indicated. Identical residues are marked by an asterisk and those 
conservatively substituted are indicated by a dot. 

despite showing much greater relatedness to SV5 etc., 
encodes P from an unedited transcript. 

When the entire P proteins of NDV, SV5, hPIV2, 
hPIV4, mumps virus, Sendai virus, measles virus, bPIV3 
and CDV are aligned, the initiating methionine is the 
only amino acid found to be conserved (not shown). 
However, in a consensus alignment of 70 amino acids 
from the C terminus of the V proteins from the above 
viruses, there are 17 perfectly conserved residues, of 
which seven are cysteine residues (Fig. 6). The high 
degree of conservation in the C terminus of the V 
proteins suggests that it may interact with either a highly 
conserved protein found widely distributed amongst 
paramyxovirus host cells, as proposed by Curran et al. 
(1991a), or with an invariant macromolecule such as 
nucleic acid. 

Discussion 

The P gene mRNA of NDV has been shown to be 
modified during transcription by the addition of non- 
templated G residues at position 484. The analysis of 82 
clones has shown that the RNA editing occurs at a single 
unique position within the gene, and that a proposed 
editing site (Cattaneo et al., 1989) 25 bases downstream 
at position 509 remains unaltered in all cases studied. 
There is therefore a high degree of specificity in the 
selection of the site at which the insertion occurs. The 
precise nature of the signal is unclear, although the 
insertion of the non-templated G residues is thought to 
be due to a slippage or 'stuttering' of the transcriptase 
enzyme. The eight nucleotides preceding the insertion 
site in all NDV strains (3' UUUUUCCC 5', genomic 
sense) are identical to those in Sendai virus, and conform 
to a previously identified consensus sequence (3' UUYU- 
CCC 5') where Y is a pyrimidine base (Vidal et al., 
1990b). However the site at 509 (3' UCCUUCCC 5'), 
proposed by Cattaneo et al. (1989), does not conform to 
this consensus and does not appear to be used for 
editing. 

Temporary pausing (stuttering) of the transcriptive 
complex at the editing site is thought to allow the 
rearward slippage of the nascent mRNA on the vRNA 
template. The stability of the resultant duplex has been 

suggested as a means by which certain viruses insert a 
single G residue predominantly, and others insert two 
predominantly (Vidal et al., 1990 b). In the case of NDV, 
the slippage back by one base results in a single unstable 
base pairing (U:G) in the four bases prior to the 
insertion. A second slippage creates two such mis- 
matches, and may therefore be considered to be a less 
favourable arrangement. Despite this, the frequency of 
insertion of multiple bases is greater than 10%. In 
several paramyxoviruses, the translation products of 
mRNAs with insertions other than to produce the V/P 
protein are significant non-structural proteins. For 
example, in bovine parainfluenza virus 3, the insertion of 
one and two Gs occurs with equal frequency, giving 
access to the V (+ 1G) and D (+ 2G) reading frames 
(Pelet et al., 1991), whereas in certain strains of mumps 
virus the insertion of a single G residue gives rise to an 
mRNA that encodes the NS1 protein. 

In NDV the majority of the transcripts with multiple 
insertions contain two extra G residues, and therefore 
give access to the third ORF beyond the insertion point. 
This, in turn, raises the possibility that such mRNAs 
may be encoding other NDV non-structural proteins. It 
has already been shown that the NDV 36K protein has 
the properties expected of a V protein (Samson et al., 
1991). However the origin of the 33K protein is unclear. 
Analysis of the potential ORFs that are accessed by the 
insertion of two Gs into P mRNA from the four 
sequenced strains of NDV shows that the length of the 
ORF thus created differs in each strain. In the case of 
Ulster, the reading frame for the W protein extends to 
181 amino acids, whereas those for D26, Beaudette C 
and AV are of 141, 22I and 228 amino acids, respectively. 
The putative W protein in NDV strain Ulster has a 
highly basic C terminus, with 11 lysine and arginine 
residues amongst the unique 42 amino acids. It is notable 
that the W ORF actually represents the 3' terminus of a 
shorter reading frame within the mRNA. Given the 
polycistronic nature of the P mRNA in other paramyxo- 
viruses, the highly basic translation product of this ORF 
may be produced in NDV-infected cells. 

The P protein of NDV bears limited but distinct 
similarity to the equivalent proteins from SV5, mumps, 
hPIV2 and hPIV4A and -4B, as well as the recently 
reported simian virus 41 sequence (Kawano et al., 1993) 
(not shown). Of these viruses, all but NDV encode the V 
protein from an unedited transcript of the P gene, and 
insert predominantly two G residues to accomplish the 
switch to the P reading frame. The P proteins in these 
viruses are also of similar size, between 390 and 400 
amino acids long. NDV, however, is similar to Sendai 
virus, measles virus etc. in that it encodes the P gene 
from the unaltered transcript, despite showing con- 
siderably less similarity to these viruses on the basis of 
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Fig. 7. Chart showing the comparative coding strategies within the P/V genes of several paramyxoviruses. The sequences are aligned 
at their respective frameshift points and the lengths of the amino and carboxyl termini are indicated. In each case, the P protein is 
indicated by the dark bar, and the unique region of the V protein by the light shading. The sequences above the horizontal bar represent 
viruses where the insertion event results in protein V and those below where protein V is specified from the unaltered transcript. The 
lengths of the respective amino acid sequences are shown in the right-hand columns. Only viruses known to encode a V protein are 
shown. In addition to those shown in Fig. 5, the coding schemes of rinderpest virus (RPV) (Yamanaka et aL, 1992) and SV41 (Kawano 
et al., 1993) are shown. 

amino acid sequence homology. The P proteins from 
these viruses are all larger (over 500 amino acids long) 
than those from the previously mentioned group. 
However, when the different P and V proteins are aligned 
around the point where the transcriptional editing occurs 
(Fig. 7), it is noticeable that the extra length in the 
majority of cases is within the N termini of the proteins. 
The viruses that encode the longer P proteins also encode 
C proteins from the P gene, and it is possible that the 
maintenance of the C ORF has prevented reduction in 
the size of the P ORF in these viruses. 

Although the function of the proteins encoded by the 
V and W ORFs of NDV has not been established, work 
with Sendai virus (Curran et al., 1991 a) suggests that the 
V and W proteins act as inhibitors of replication. This is 
proposed to be due to the V and W proteins sharing the 
L protein-binding activity of P in their N termini, but 
lacking the nucleocapsid-binding domain which has been 
localized to the C terminus of the P protein (Ryan & 
Kingsbury, 1988; Ryan & Portner, 1990; Ryan et al., 

1991). The role of the highly conserved cysteine-rich C- 
terminal domain of the V protein has yet to be explained. 
Regularly spaced cysteine residues such as these are often 
found in proteins involved in protein-nucleic acid or 
protein-protein interactions. In the case of proteins that 
interact with nucleic acids, the cysteine residues are often 
co-ordinated around a central zinc atom to form a zinc 
finger (Berg, 1986). The NDV V protein has no classical 
zinc finger motif of either the C2H2 or C3HC4 type. 
However, the first four cysteines may fall into a subtype 
of the former group where the second pair of residues are 
also cysteines rather than the more common histidine. 

Despite the highly conserved nature of the V protein, 
it is not ubiquitous amongst paramyxoviruses. Members 
of the pneumovirus family lack multiple cistrons within 
the P genes. The paramyxovirus hPIV1 lacks the 
contiguous V ORF, and hPIV3, despite possessing the V 
ORF, does not edit P mRNA to access the reading 
frame. However, the mRNA of hPIV3 is edited at an 
alternative site to create a hybrid protein, called D, which 
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may fulfil a role similar to that of  V in other 
paramyxoviruses. In addition, both hPIV1 and -3, in 
common with other Sendai-like paramyxoviruses encode 
C proteins, which are absent from SV5-1ike viruses, 
including NDV. 
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helpful discussion. This work was supported by grants from the 
Wellcome Foundation and the AFRC. 
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